BUTLIN'S BOOK WINSTONE FOR FIFTH SUCCESSIVE PWLLHELI SUMMER SEASON

To 'Stagecoach' through London

FROM the fifth consecutive year, Eric Winstone will take his nineteen-piece orchestra back to Butlin's Camp at Pwllheli this coming summer.

ERIC said, 'The Melody Maker': 'I feel this to be rather a triumph for me. To be asked to return five years running to the same venue, is very unusual these days, especially in 1950 when quite dramatic changes will be noticeable in music. Butlin's announcement today is a great step forward. BUTLIN'S BOOK WINSTONE FOR FIFTH SUCCESSIVE PWLLHELI SUMMER SEASON
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KATHLEEN STOBART TO FORM OWN 'TECHNICAL' MODERN ORK

FAMOUS girl tenor saxophone star Kathleen Stobart makes headlines this week with her own 'technical' modern ork.

The most exciting of all the formation of her own modern ork group, the most immediate and, almost equally momentous, is the booking of the girl to return to Victory at early next month, a series of concerts, night-club appearances, etc., plus a brief recording contract, in the principal towns and cities of Scotland. Stobart will be accompanied on these solo dates appearances by her own technical modern ork and Eric Winstone arranging and arr. The ork is being developed in the summer season of Pwllheli. Stobart's own modern ork, trumpet and drums.

The record dates for the solo shows are to be announced in the near future. Stobart has told her friends at Pwllheli, that her ork will be very much a part of the attraction.

Sarah Vaughan London concert cancelled

AFTER a hectic week in which the London music offices have been inundated with telephone inquiries about this famous girl tenor saxophone star, Kathleen Stobart's Modern ork concert, and many other acts who appeared in London last week, the London offices have been informed that Kathleen's Modern ork concert will not go ahead.

The concert was to have been held in the early part of the month, but it has been canceled due to unforeseen circumstances. The event was expected to draw a large crowd, and the cancellation has caused disappointment among music fans in the capital city.

Sarah Vaughan, a renowned American singer and musician, was scheduled to perform in London as part of her European tour. However, due to scheduling conflicts, the concert was ultimately postponed.

Dave Goldberg off to U.S. again

A farewell party is to be given at the London Hotel for Dave Goldberg, the famous tenor saxophonist, who is leaving London for the United States.

Dave has had a six-months' engagement in London, where he has been a great hit with audiences and critics alike. He is now returning to the United States, where he will continue his successful career in the music industry.

The party will take place on Friday evening, and friends and colleagues of Dave are expected to attend.

Leslie Hutchinson rejoining Geraldo

Geraldo's orchestra will welcome Leslie Hutchinson back to the band. Leslie was formerly the solo tenor saxophonist with Geraldo's band, but left for a short time to pursue other musical opportunities.

It was announced this week that Leslie will be returning to Geraldo's band, and will once again be freelancing with the group.

This is My Sunny Day!

A musical piece for Lewis Hammersmith debut

As announced in the Melody Maker some weeks back, the concert of the famous tenor saxophonist, Lewis Hammersmith, will be held at the Lyceum on February 1st. The concert will feature a variety of musical performances, including songs, dance numbers, and other entertainment acts.

The concert is an opportunity for Lewis to showcase his talents and entertain an audience of music lovers. The event is expected to draw a large crowd, with tickets available at the door.

Kenton pens 'special' for Lewis Hammersmith debut
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Black, Shelton in new film

Two top-ranking stars of the dance-music world, Black and Shelton, are starring in a new film titled 'The Dreamer's Holiday.'

The film, produced by the Hollywood film company, will feature music and dance numbers performed by the two main actors. The film is expected to be released in the coming months, with a预告 screening planned for next week.
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Campbell Connolly

A GREAT DOUBLE ORCHESTRA

The Beautiful Ballad Fox-Trot

BEST OF ALL

Coupled with the Fascinating

Blue Skirt Waltz

A DREAMER'S HOLIDAY

Madeleine Horsley

FOREVER AND EVER

These flying Dutchmen left me breathless, but unmoved.

Novel Dennis act a hit.

First of the colour bar cycle.

THE 'MELODY MAKER' GUIDE TO
those who cook their jazz and swing on
Private Labels
Compiled by Alex Jones

U.S. TITANS ARE PREPARING FOR CONCERTS, TOO

Says George Evans

'Education'...

Where Mendelssohn erred.

SUN MUSIC CO. LTD. present
SCOTTISH SAMBA

THAT LUCKY OLD SUN

15 weeks on the American 'hit' parade!

I NEVER SEE MAGGIE ALONE.

SUSY

Our love story.
The BBC tries to put back the clock

Radio Commentary by Maurice Burnham

The BBC tries to believe it or not, they gave us bop!

TV...

by "Scasses"

Bill Bailey... the M.M.'s indescribable '2-10s' recorder spends six months with his set and writes.

P.S. to the BBC Inquiry

A lesson in technique

Laurens' recordings with the 'blind' Englishmen

Reviewed by Sinclair Trill

Bechet's recordings with the 'blind' Englishmen

Reviewed by Sinclair Trill

More Penmusic

Hot Corn

Thomas: fact or fiction?

Sweat Reviews

by Edgar Jackson

B & H Bargains

Join the Peter Maurice Orchestra

The one novelty hit!

BE GOODY GOOD TO ME

WHEN THE HEATHER GEEMS LIKE STARDUST

OH! TELL ME Gypsy Boudoir

How can you buy Killarney?

Tamae Misslet

THE WORLD'S FAVOURITE!

HOP SCOTCH POLKA

I didn't know the gun was loaded

THE LAST MILE HOME
THREE STAR MUSICIANS DROP IN ON A SEMI-PRO. REHEARSAL

Dynamics are a concern of the rhythm section

How to get polish

Unison practice will clean up sax intonation

By Kenny Baker

By Summing-up

By Cecil Pressing
Evans Bros.' Student Orchs. scheme to extend to the provinces

O'f outstanding interest to up-and-coming musicians in the North of England is the announcement that George and Bert Evans have


Lancs Musicians and Artists pay tribute to Jack Greenwood

O f Saturday, January 28, various orchestras, bands and vocal groups will be performing in aid of Jack Greenwood, who died in hospital on January 22, following a brief illness. The proceeds will be used to help his widow and children. The concerts will be held at various venues in the Lancaster area.

MUSICIANS TO HOLD A BALL AT ATHLONE

A music ball will take place at the new hotel in Athlone, which is opening next week. The hotel is fully booked for the evening, and the event is expected to be a great success. The ball will feature music by the local orchestra, and guests will enjoy a buffet dinner and dance the night away.

APPLICATIONS

Applications are now being accepted for vacancies with the local orchestra. Interested musicians should contact the orchestra manager for further details.

TWO BANDS

It is proposed to form two additional bands, one for the summer season and one for the winter season. Interested musicians should contact the orchestra manager for further details.

TWO "NATURALS"

Kerry-Westman Band
Big Band

"TWO TEXAS KNIGHTS"

E'vry day
I love you
And I don't care if it rains

By Jule Styne

BAURAL QUARTET

At the Regent

For almost two years the Baural Quartet have been entertaining the public at the Regent. The quartet consists of four professional musicians, each with many years of experience behind them. The quartet is under the direction of Peter Roberts, who is also the manager of the Regent.

PROVINCIAL PARS

On February 2nd (Shaw) the first of the new "Variety Pars" concerts will be held at the Regent. The Pars is a popular event, and is expected to be a great success. The Pars will feature music by the local orchestra, and guests will enjoy a buffet dinner and dance the night away.

ARTISTS PAY TRIBUTE

To Jack Greenwood

Jack Greenwood was a well-known pianist and conductor, and his death has been deeply felt by the local music community. Many artists have paid tribute to him, and his memory will be remembered for many years to come.